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Aim : Assignment to design lexical analyzer for a small subset of C

Theory:

Role of a Lexical Analyser

The lexical analyzer is the first phase of compiler. Its main task is to read the input 
characters and produces output a sequence of tokens that the parser uses for syntax analysis. As 
in the figure, upon receiving a “get next token” command from the parser the lexical analyzer 
reads input characters until it can identify the next token.

Source program

Fig 4. Interaction of lexical analyzer with parser.
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Since the lexical analyzer is the part of the compiler that reads the source text, it may 
also perform certain secondary tasks at the user interface. One such task is stripping out from 
the  source  program  comments  and  white  space  in  the  form  of  blank,  tab,  and  new  line 
character. Another is correlating error messages from the compiler with the source program. 

Issues in Lexical Analysis

There are several reasons for separating the analysis phase of compiling into lexical analysis 
and parsing.
1) Simpler design is the most important consideration. The separation of lexical analysis from 
syntax analysis often allows us to simplify one or the other of these phases.
2) Compiler efficiency is improved. 
3) Compiler portability is enhanced. 

Tokens Patterns and Lexemes.
There is a set of strings in the input for which the same token is produced as output.  

This set of strings is described by a rule called a pattern associated with the token. The pattern 
is  set  to match  each string in the set.  A lexeme is  a  sequence of characters  in the source 
program that is matched by the pattern for the token. For example in the Pascal’s statement 
const pi = 3.1416; the substring pi is a lexeme for the token identifier.

In  most  programming  languages,  the  following  constructs  are  treated  as  tokens: 
keywords,  operators,  identifiers,  constants,  literal  strings,  and punctuation  symbols  such as 
parentheses, commas, and semicolons.

TOKEN SAMPLE LEXEMES INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF PATTERN

const
if
relation
id
num
literal

Const
if
<,<=,=,<>,>,>=
pi,count,D2
3.1416,0,6.02E23
“core dumped”

const
if
< or <= or = or <> or >= or >
letter followed by letters and digits
any numeric constant
any characters between “ and “ except”

In the example when the character sequence pi appears in the source program, the token 
representing  an  identifier  is  returned  to  the  parser.  The  returning  of  a  token  is  often 
implemented by passing and integer corresponding to the token. It is this integer that is referred 
to as bold face id in the above table.

A pattern is a rule describing a set of lexemes that can represent a particular token in 
source program. The pattern for the token const in the above table is just the single string const  
that spells out the keyword.
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Certain language conventions impact the difficulty of lexical analysis. Languages such 
as  FORTRAN  require  a  certain  constructs  in  fixed  positions  on  the  input  line.  Thus  the 
alignment of a lexeme may be important in determining the correctness of a source program.

Attributes of Token
The lexical analyzer returns to the parser a representation for the token it has found. 

The  representation  is  an  integer  code  if  the  token  is  a  simple  construct  such  as  a  left 
parenthesis, comma, or colon .The representation is a pair consisting of an integer code and a 
pointer to a table if the token is a more complex element such as an identifier or constant .The 
integer code gives the token type, the pointer points to the value of that token .Pairs are also 
retuned whenever we wish to distinguish between instances of a token.

Specification of Tokens:

Strings and Languages

The  term alphabet  or  character  class  denotes  any  finite  set  of  symbols.  Typically 
examples of symbols are letters and characters. The set {0, 1} is the binary alphabet.

A String over some alphabet is a finite sequence of symbols drawn from that alphabet. 
In Language theory,  the terms sentence and word are often used as synonyms for the term 
“string”. 

The term language denotes any set of strings over some fixed alphabet. This definition 
is very broad. Abstract languages like  ��the empty set,  or { � �� �the set containing only the 
empty set, are languages under this definition. 

Certain terms fro parts of a string are prefix,  suffix, substring,  or subsequence of a 
string. There are several important operations like union, concatenation and closure that can be 
applied to languages. 

Regular Expressions

In Pascal, an identifier is a letter followed by zero or more letters or digits. Regular 
expressions allow us to define precisely sets such as this. With this notation, Pascal identifiers 
may be defined as 

letter (letter | digit)*
The vertical bar here means “or” , the parentheses are used to group subexpressions, the star 
means “ zero or more instances of” the parenthesized expression, and the juxtaposition of letter 
with remainder of the expression means concatenation. 

A regular expression is built up out of simpler regular expressions using set of defining 
rules. Each regular expression r denotes a language L(r). The defining rules specify how L(r) is 
formed by combining in various ways the languages denoted by the subexpressions of r. 
Unnecessary parenthesis can be avoided in regular expressions if we adopt the conventions 
that:

1. the unary operator has the highest precedence and is left associative. 
2. concatenation has the second highest precedence and is left associative. 
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3. | has the lowest precedence and is left associative. 

Regular Definitions

If   is  an  alphabet  of  basic  symbols,  then  a  regular  definition  is  a  sequence  of 
definitions of the form  d à r  ,  d’ à r’ where d,d’ is a distinct name , and  r,r’ is a regular 
expression over  the symbols  in  U {d,d’,…} ,  i.e.;  the basic  symbols  and the previously 
defined names.
Example: The set of Pascal identifiers is the set of strings of letters and digits beginning with a 
letter. The regular definition for the set is

letter à A|B|…|Z|a|b|…z
digit  à 0|1|2|…|9
id      à letter ( letter | digit ) *
Unsigned numbers in Pascal are strings such as 5280,56.77,6.25E4 etc. The following 

regular definition provides a precise specification for this class of strings:
digit   à 0|1|2|…..|9
digits à digit digit *
This  definition  says  that  digit  can be any number  from 0-9,  while  digits  is  a  digit 

followed by zero or more occurrences of a digit. 

Notational Shorthands

Certain constructs occur so frequently in regular expressions that it is convenient to introduce 
notational shorthands for them. 

1. One or more instances. The unary postfix operator + means “one or more instances 
of “

2. Zero or one instance. The unary postfix operator ? means “zero or one instance of “. 
The notation r? is a shorthand for r/ ��

3. Character classes. The notation [abc] where a , b , and c are the alphabet symbols 
denotes the regular expression a|b|c. An abbreviated character class such as [a-z] 
denotes the regular expression a|b|c|……….|z

Recognition of Tokens:

Transition diagram
A transition diagram is a stylized flowchart. Transition diagram is used to keep track of 

information about characters that are seen as the forward pointer scans the input. We do so by 
moving from position to position in the diagrams as characters are read.

Positions in a transition diagram are drawn as circles and are called states. The states 
are connected by arrow, called edges. Edges leaving state s have labels indicating the input 
characters that can next appear after the transition diagram has reached state s. the label other 
refers to any character that is not indicated by any of the other edges leaving s.
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One state is labeled as the start state;  it  is the initial  state of the transition diagram 
where control resides when we begin to recognize a token. Certain states may have actions that 
are executed when the flow of control reaches that state. On entering a state we read the next 
input  character  if  there  is  and edge from the current  state  whose label  matches  this  input 
character,  we then go to the state pointed to by the edge. Otherwise we indicate failure. A 
transition diagram for >= is shown in the figure.

Desinging a Lexical analyzer using lex:

Lex  : A Lexical Analyzer Generator

Lex  helps  write  programs  whose  control  flow  is  directed  by  instances  of  regular 
expressions in the input stream. It is well suited for editor-script type transformations and   for 
segmenting input in preparation for a parsing routine.

Lex source is  a table  of regular  expressions and corresponding program fragments. 
The table is translated to a program which reads an input stream, copying it to an output stream 
and partitioning the input into strings which match the given expressions. As each such string 
is  recognized  the  corresponding  program  fragment  is  executed.  The  recognition  of  the 
expressions is performed by a deterministic finite automaton generated by Lex.  The program 
fragments written by the user are executed in the order in which the corresponding regular 
expressions occur in the input stream.

The lexical analysis programs written with Lex accept ambiguous specifications and 
choose the longest match possible at each input point. If necessary, substantial look-ahead is 
performed  on the  input,  but  the  input  stream will  be  backed up to  he  end of  the  current 
partition, so that the user has general freedom to manipulate it.
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//LEX Program

//File name : analyze.l

%{
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
struct st
{

char LEXeme[25];
char name[25];

}ST[100];

int cnt=0;
%}
ID [a-zA-Z][a-zA-Z0-9]*
DIGIT [0-9]

%%
{DIGIT}+ {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"const 
integer literal");
cnt++;}

{DIGIT}+"."{DIGIT}+ 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"const float 
literal");
cnt++;}

"#include"|"#define" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"pp 
directive");cnt++;}
{ID}".h" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"include 
file");
cnt++;}

main|void|switch|case|continue|break|do|while|for|if|else|int|float|
char 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"keyword");cnt++;}

"\""{ID}"\"" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"string 
literal");cnt++;}
{ID} 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"identifier");cnt+
+;}
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"+"|"-"|"*"|"/"|"%" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Arithmetic 
OP");cnt++;}

"&"|"|"|"^"+"~" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Bitwise OP");cnt+
+;}

"<<"|">>" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Bitwise 
Shift OP");cnt++;}

"&&"|"||"|"!" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Logical OP");cnt+
+;}

"<"|">"|"<="|">=" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Relational 
OP");cnt++;}

"=="|"!=" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Equality 
OP");cnt++;}
"[" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"OSB");cnt++;}
"]" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"CSB");cnt++;}
"{" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"OCB");cnt++;}
"}" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"CCB");cnt++;}
"(" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"ORB");cnt++;}
")" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"CRB");cnt++;}
";" 
{strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Semicolon");cnt+
+;}
"++" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Inc 
OP");cnt++;}
"--" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Dec 
OP");cnt++;}
"?" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Ternary 
OP");cnt++;}
"=" {strcpy(ST[cnt].LEXeme,yytext);strcpy(ST[cnt].name,"Assignment 
OP");cnt++;}

%%

main(int argc,char *argv[])
{
int i=0;
yyin=fopen(argv[1],"r");
yyLEX();
printf("\nTOKEN TABLE");
printf("\nLEXEME\t\t\tNAME\n");
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printf("___________\t\t_________________\n");
for(i=0;i<cnt;i++)

{
printf("\n%s",ST[i].LEXeme);
printf("\t\t\t%s",ST[i].name);
}

printf("\n");
}

// input 
//File Name : subset_C.c

#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>

#define a 20;
void main()
{
int a=0;
char a[20]="hello";

for(a=0;a<100;a++)
{
a=a+1;
}

}

// Output 

[root@localhost ~]# LEX analyze.l
[root@localhost ~]# cc LEX.yy.c -ll
[root@localhost ~]# ./a.out subset_C.c

TOKEN TABLE

LEXEME NAME
___________ _________________

#include pp directive
< Relational OP
stdio.h include file
> Relational OP
#include pp directive
< Relational OP
string.h include file
> Relational OP
#define pp directive
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a identifier
20 const integer literal
; Semicolon
void keyword
main keyword
( ORB
) CRB
{ OCB
int keyword
a identifier
= Assignment OP
0 const integer literal
; Semicolon
char keyword
a identifier
[ OSB
20 const integer literal
] CSB
= Assignment OP
"hello" string literal
; Semicolon
for keyword
( ORB
a identifier
= Assignment OP
0 const integer literal
; Semicolon
a identifier
< Relational OP
100 const integer literal
; Semicolon
a identifier
++ Inc OP
) CRB
{ OCB
a identifier
= Assignment OP
a identifier
+ Arithmetic OP
1 const integer literal
; Semicolon
} CCB
} CCB
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